DEEP CLEANING SPRAY

Benefits of using the ESCREO deep cleaning spray

- Special formula for surfaces covered with acrylic paint.
- Doesn’t leave marks and streaks on the writing surface.
- Protects the ESCREO surface.

YOU CAN

Use the spray for deep cleaning and spot removal left from low quality markers.

Use the deep cleaning spray to remove marks and lines left from markers that have stayed on the surface more than a month.

Use once or twice per month when needed.

YOU CAN’T

Don’t use the deep cleaning spray sooner than 1-2 weeks after applying the ESCREO paint.

After cleaning the ESCREO surface with the deep cleaning spray avoid writing in the next 2 hours.

Don’t use the deep cleaning spray in combination with dry cleaning sponges.

Tips and tricks for keeping your ESCREO surfaces clean:

- Use a clean microfiber cloth to remove any marks from the surface.
- Don’t leave anything written on the ESCREO surface for more than a month.
- Avoid scratches and spills on the ESCREO whiteboard paint.